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NOTES ON THE GEZER CALENDAR AND SOME 

BABYLONIAN PARALLELS. 

By Dr. SAMUEL DAICHES. 

THE Hebrew Calendar-Inscription from Gezer (see Quarterly State
ment, pp. 26-34), extremely interesting in itself, may prove of still 
greater interest when compared with the calendars of other Semitic 
nations, and I should like, therefore, to point out here briefly a few 
parallels from the Babylonian calendar. 

The Babylonian-Assyrian names of the months, Nisannu, Aiaru, 
Simanu, etc., are known to us mainly from a tablet published in 
the Cuneiform Inscriptions of Western Asia, Vol. V, pl. 29, Jl. 1-13.1 

The same tablet which contains these (most probably Semitic2) 

month-names (in the right column) gives (in its left column) an 
ideographic name for each month. The names in the right column 
are not translations of the names in the left column. The 
ideograms have meanings entirely different from the meanings of 
the names Nisannu, Aiaru, etc. ·we have, therefore, in the two 
columns two different calendars. The ideographic calendar seems 
to be the older of the two (sec below) and with very few 
exceptions ( especially in the contracts of the J;Iammurabi period 3) 

the ideograms seem to have been used at all times in contracts, 
historical inscriptions, etc., · for the names of the months. In 
V R., pl. 43, a list (unfortunately broken) is published, in which 
each month has six different designations. The right column 
contains the usual names of the months, and the left column gives 

1 To be quoted here as R. CJ. also Haupt, Akkadische und Sumerische 
Keilschrij'ttexte, p. 64, and Delitzsch, Assgrische Lesestilcke, 4th ed., 
pp.114-15. 

2 CJ. Delitzsch, Tl,e Hebrew Language, pp. 14-16 and As.eyrisches Hand
tvi5rterbuch, s. vv. ; see also on this question Meissner, Vienna Oriental Journal, 
Vol. V, pp. 180-181 and W. Muss-Arnolt, Journal of Biblical Literature, 
Vol. XI, pp. 72-94 and 160-176. 

" See my A/tbaoylon-ische Rechtsiwlcunrlen aus rler Zeit rler Jfammurabi
Dynastie, p. 55. 
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their various designations. And the names in the right column are 
identical with the ideographic names of the left column of V R., 
pl. 29, 11. 1-13. This also shows that those were the usual 
designations for the months.I 

Now, several names of this ideographic calendar are agricultural. 
Ara9samna is called in the ideographic calendar 2 ara~APIN-GAB-A, 
which means "the month of the opening up of the field." 3 ')'ebetu is 
called ara'!:AB-BA-UD-DU, which most probably means "the month 
of the coming out of the grass." ~abatu is called «r"EAS-A-AN 
which seems to refer to corn. 4 Adaru is called ara~SE-Jrl-KUD, 
which means "the month of in-gathering" (ara!J, ef}edi). 5 The 
second Adar is called ara~DIR-8E-¥1-K UD, which means "the 
month of the fulness (completion) of the in-gathering." Tammuz 
(Du'uzu) is called ara~SO--KUL-NA (also S0-GAR-KUL-NA6), 

which means "the month of the completion (end) of the seed." 
These six names of the months are clearly agricultural. We find, 
however, agricultural designations for two more months which 
have other designations in the tablets referred to. 

In the J(]Urnal Asiatique, ninth series, Vol. 7, first half, 
pp. 339-343, Thureau-Dangin published a list of the names of the 
months as used on tablets from the second dynasty of Ur (middle 
of the third millennium B.C.) There the first month (Nisannu) is 
called ara'.JSE-lL-LA, which means "the month in which the corn 
rises "7). The second month (Aiaru) is called ara~GAN-lrIAS, 
which means "the month in which the field shines" (with 
flowers). 8 Tammuz, Adar, and Adar II have there the same 

1 (!f. also, for instance, III R., pl. 55, especially no. 4, 11. 29-41 ; pl. 56, 
especially no. 5, ll. 42-56, and IV R., pl. 33, 11. 36-48 (" List of Months and 
their Regents"). 

2 I say ideographic calendar because we do not know whether the Semitic 
Babylonians or the Sumerians were the authors of these month-names. It is 
very probable, however, that these names owe their origin to the Sumerians. 

3 See Jensen, Z.A.., II, p. 210, n. 1. 
4 Cf. Zimmern, K.A.T.,(s) p. 556. 
5 See Delitzsch, A.,.,9risckes Handworterbuck, pp. 29 and 120-121. 
6 In III R., pl. 34,, I. 96; see Z.A., II, p. 209, n. 2. 
7 Thureau-Dangin compares the Hebrew :J'.:J.~i1 ~,r,. It is worthy of note 

that lL-LA. ( =el,i "to rise"; see Brunnow, Classified List, No. 6146, and 
Delitzsch, Assyrisckes Handworterbuck, p. 62) is used here for" springing up," 

"growing." An exact parallel to this is mSJJ in ~pS;, nl~J) (Amos vii, 1); 
cf. also Deuteronomy xxix, 22. 

8 Thureau-Dangin compares n, 
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designations as those given above for these months. We have thus 
in this list two more agricultural month-names,1 namely, for 
Nisannu and Aiaru. 2 In both lists, we have, therefore, eight 
agricultural names for the months in the Babylonian Calendar.8 

We see from this 4 that the Babylonians also called the months 
after their agricultural significance. Of course, not all the months 
of the year could be given agricultural names, as not all the months 
of the year are of agricultural importance. 

If we now compare the agricultural month-names of the 
Babylonian calendar with the names in the Gezer inscription, we find 
several similarities between the two calendars. aral!APIN-GAB-A 
"the month of the opening up of the field" seems to be identical 
with j.t-,1 n,,. They both refer to 1iwn,o. aralJAB-BA-UD-DU 
and ara-,,,AS-A-AN have scarcely an exact parallel in the Gezer 

inscription. Ara!J e§iJdi (Adar) may be identical with w,p~(i'T) n-,, 5 

or with o,yw, -,~V n,,. In the latter case the barley-harvest 
would have taken place about a month earlier in Babylonia. 
The same seems to apply to araJDJR-SE-J{I-KUD (in an intercalary 

1 These two names are, however, in so far slightly different, as they refer 
only to the state of the field, and not to the work of man connected with it. 
::i ~::i~ and lt are the exact parallels. 

2 Cf. also Recueil de Traw~ux, Vol. XVIII, pp. 65-74. 
3 The names of the other months are also interesting, bnt they are not 

wanted for our purpose here. I hope to deal with them and several other 
problems connected with the Babylonian names of the months in some other 
place. 

4 Cf. also the month-names in the Capp11docian tablets; see Delitzsch, 
Beitriige zur Erkliirung und Entz\fferung der Kapp'adokiscl.en Keilscl.r-ifttafeln. 

5 The following passage in Babli Sanhedrin, 18b, would seem to support 
this identification: 

,,~ r, n1, lK:, OKl iiK ~lil )Ii Y) 11 ~,n::i t::>1p:,1 ;1::i::i OK 
(One of three shepherds said) "When the early seed and the lat-e seed 
blossom simultaneously, then it is .Adar, and if not, it is not .Adar" {hut still 
Bebat). .As a result of this, we read further on the same page, the Rabbis 
procl11imed the year a leap-year. .As the seeds were not ripening yet, they 
inserted a second .Adar. The first .Adar could not be regarded as .Adar 
proper, on agricultural grounds. We see from this that the time of the 

sprouting of the t::,1p:, (as well as the i 1'.:l:l) was the month of .Adar. t::>p, in 

t::,p:,(i1) n;1 seems to be identical with t::>1p:, in Sanhedrin 18b. Cf. also 
Jerusnalmi Sanhedrin, I, 2, and Ros!,, Hasl.anal., II, 5. See also the following 
note. 

H 3 
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year). 1 For S:i~ -,~r, m, and -,'Dl'i r,-,., there do not seem to be 
parallels in the Babylonian calendar. I must, however, mention 
that in the list in V R., pl. 43, I.· I3a, Simanu is called araa, siri 
eburi "the month of the luxurious growth of the produce of the 
field. "J This may also refer to the harvest of the fruit of the 

field. 3 If so, this may be identical with ',:i~ -,~p r,-,,. The most 
striking parallel is, however, the name for Tammuz (" the month of 
the end of the seed"). It seems to me that it is entirely identical, 
in time and in meaning, with yr, r,-,, in the Gezer inscription. 
The explanations for yr, offered by Prof. Lidzbarski and Prof. Gray 

are not satisfactory (Quarterly Statement, pp. 29 and 32). A 
defective writing of yr, for y.,

1
, is very improbable. Besides, we 

would have expected a word like ~O~ or -,~r, before yr, 
(cf Micha vii, 1 ). I therefore think that y

1
-, here really means 

"end." The meaning of yr, r,-,, would then be "the month of 
the end (i.e., of the seed)." This would most probably signify the 
last harvest. The agricultural year actually finishes in Tammuz 
and begins again in Tishri. 

Another difficulty in the Gezer tablet is, I think, solved through 
the Babylonian names. In l. 3, ,~y can scarcely mean "to cut" or 
"to lop" (Quarterly Statement, pp. 28 and 31). vVe expect here, 
too, a word like "in-gathering," "harvest." It seems, therefore, to 
me that ,~y here is not to be taken together with the Hebrew 
word i~yr.i "axe" (l.c.), but represents the root which is found 
in the Assyrian e~edii "to gather in," which also occurs (ideo
graphically) in the name for Adar (ara!} e§iidi) and for Adar II. 
Although the Assyrian ei;edu no doubt corresponds with the 
Aramaic ;~r,, I scarcely see any objection to assuming that in Old 
He brew the root was i!:Y. The sense of I. 3 would then be a far 
better one: "the month of the in-gathering of the flax." 

1 It is worthy of note that we find in the Babylonian Talmud that one of 
the reasons for proclaiming a leap-year was the delay in the ripening ef the ears 

of barley (:1 1:l~il ~.I,'). When Adar passed away and the barley was not yet 
ripe for reaping, the year was mr.de a leap-year (see Sanhedrin llb). .And the 
old Babylonians, too, called .Adar lI ara~ DIR-8E-J!I-KUD for the same 
reason. See also the preceding note. I am indebted to Professor Buchler for 
having kindly drawn my attenlion to this passage in Sanhedrin. 

2 See Delitzsch, Assyrisches Handworterbuck, pp. 12 and 687-8, and 
Muss-.Arnolt, A Concise Dictionary efthe Assyrian Language, pp. 10 and 1]09. 

3 See Muss·.Arnolt, l.c. 
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The main result of this short 1 comparison is the fact that the. 
Babylonians (or perhaps already the Sumerians) gave to the months 
agricultural names, and that these names are incorporated in the 
Babylonian calendar. This would prove that the Gezer tablet was 
not "the attempt of someone, probably a peasant, to group and 
name the months according to their agricultural importance," and 
that it does not represent " the writer's original effort" (see 
Quarterly Statement, p. 26). It would clearly show that the Gezer 
tablet contains a generally recognised calendar. The difference 
between the two calendars would be this : while the Babylonian 
calendar contains all the twelve or thirteen months of the year and 
only six or eight of the names are agricultural, the Gezer calendar 
has only those months which are of agricultural importance. It is, 
therefore, a purely agricultural calendar, but one that was generally 
recognised. It is worthy of note that, together with the two 
agricultural names for Nisannu and Aiaru in the list in the Journal 
Asiatiqne, we have in the Babylonian calendar also eight agricultural 
month-names. That all the months are not identical in both 
calendars as far as the time is concerned is only natural. 
Babylonia certainly differed from Palestine in agricultural matters. 
It might be a different question whether in each case each name in 
the Gezer tablet refers to a different month. Might not, for 
instance, 11. 5-6 refer to the same month 1 As mentioned above, 
the list in V R., pl. 43, has six designations for each month. Of 
interest also is the fact that before each month-name n-,., is written. 
In the Babylonian calendar, too, the ideogram for ar~it is placed 
before each month.2 

Another result that follows from this comparison is that the 
Gezer tablet is complete (see also Gray, l.c., p. 31 ). Only seven or 
eight months are of agricultural importance, and the object of this 
calendar was to give only these names. If it had contained other 
month-names too, those names would have been placed between some 
of the present names. An interesting question would be: what is 
the relation of the Gezer calendar to the Babylonian calendar! 
But I am afraid that it would be very difficult to give a definite 
answer. There may have been agricultural calendars in the whole 

1 I may be allowed to say here that in accordance with the request of the 
Editor I had to get these remarks ready for print in u very short time. 

2 It is remarkable that in V R., pl. 29, the month.names Nisannu, Aiaru, etc., 
have not got arg,u before them, 




